OHC to host spring talks and lectures online

Participate in the OHC’s intellectual community online! This term’s Work-in-Progress and Books-in-Print talks will be viewable on the OHC’s YouTube channel. OHC faculty and graduate fellows will discuss their research and recently published books to engage the public in their scholarship. Check out the lineup:


“How Should a Communist Grieve?: Ba Jin’s Revolutionary Mourning.” Roy Chan, East Asian Languages and Literatures. (Recording available 5/11/20)

“Memory and Erasure of Settler Violence in Early Oregon, 1848–1928.” Marc Carpenter, PhD candidate, History. (Recording available 6/1/20)

“What IF There are No Individuals? Microbial Biology and Environmental Ethics.” Nicolae Morar, Philosophy and Environmental Studies (Recording available 6/8/20)

Boost your brain during shelter-in-place!

The OHC’s YouTube channel and Soundcloud are chock full of dozens of compelling lectures and hundreds of interesting UO Today interviews with guest lecturers and faculty.

WATCH NOW
"What is the Role of Ethics in a Post-Truth World?"

John Frohmayer will speak about how the electronic revolution has promised access to a world of useful information, yet we all seem to have wildly different views of the truth. We are siloed and we are mad. How can we maintain our democracy when we can’t agree on a common set of facts? Watch it on YouTube beginning 4/30/20.

Want to help the humanities?
Give to OHC on #DucksGive Day 5/14/20

Celebrate University of Oregon's humanities scholars!
Check out the 2020–21 cohort of OHC fellows